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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the compliance of chemotherapy administration duration by comparing the peripheral venous catheter (PVC) 
route with the implantable venous access device (IVAD).
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Introduction

Methods: This was a retrospective study that analyzed 566 cycles of chemotherapy administered by PVC at the Cancer Unit of Yalgado 
Ouédraogo University Hospital and 258 cycles administered by IVAD at the Oncology Department of Treichville University Hospital in 
Abidjan. We compared the differences between the programmed duration of chemotherapy and the actual duration of administration 
according to the two routes of administration. The protocols were grouped into 5 categories (1-5) according to the programmed 
duration of each cycle (<3 hours, 3-6 hours, 7-12 hours, 12-24 hours, >24 hours).

Conclusion: Adherence to nursing good chemotherapy practice recommendations may allow for better compliance of administrative 
protocols.

Results: In the PVC group, the absolute average time difference for each group category (1 to 5 respectively) was of 42, 78, 162, 93 
and 699 minutes. In the IVAD group, this absolute average time difference was of 4, 15, 10, 74 and 47 minutes for categories 1 to 5 
respectively. In the PVC group, chemotherapy sessions were significantly longer than expected and the gap was larger for long session 
chemotherapies (p=0.0001). In the IVAD group, chemotherapy was on average significantly shorter than expected and the gap was 
larger for long session chemotherapies (p=0.01).

Anti-cancer chemotherapy is one of the main therapeutic means against cancer. It is most often done by intravenous infusions 
of veinotoxic drugs at very regular intervals over several months. This requires good, reliable and comfortable venous 
access. Implantable central venous access devices, marketed for the first time in 1982, have become indispensable in the 
administration of chemotherapy [1]. The peripheral venous pathway is used only for short-term infusions of certain drugs, 
for a reduced number of cures, in patients with a good venous capital [2]. In our resource-limited countries and without a 
universal health coverage system, implantable central venous catheters are not accessible to all patients. Chemotherapy is 
given mainly through peripheral venous access, by gravity perfusion and without a flow regulator. The disadvantages of using 
this route for chemotherapy may compromise the respect of the duration of administration and consequently the efficacy and 
safety of treatment [3]. We repeatedly analyzed the duration of administration of peripheral venous chemotherapy sessions 
by comparing them with those administered by implantable chamber catheters. This study could serve as an advocacy tool to 
facilitate the accessibility of implantable chamber catheters for patients treated with chemotherapy.

This was a retrospective study that analyzed 566 cycles of chemotherapy administered by PVC at the cancer unit at the Yalgado 

List of Abbreviations: IVAD: Implantable Venous Access Device; PVC: Peripheral Venous Catheter
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Ouédraogo University Hospital and 258 cycles administered by IVAD in the oncology department of the Treichville University 
Hospital. These chemotherapies involved 137 patients with PVC and 43 patients with IVAD. The cycles were administered in 
an outpatient hospital by a team of dedicated nurses on a daily rotation basis. The different steps of administration are recorded 
on an administration sheet, indicating the start and end times of each injection, the flow rate of each infusion (estimated in 
number of drops per minute).

The beginning of the cycle was considered when the venous route was taken and the removal of this pathway was retained as 
the end of the cycle. The nursing team adjusts the infusion rate using the roller clamp by counting the number of drops in the 
dropper chamber. Universal calibration was used, equivalent to 20 drops per milliliter of solution.

In the PVC group, cycles were administered by avoiding the wrist and elbow joints. The infusion technique was gravity infusion 
without a flow regulator. The equipment consisted essentially of an intra-venous infusion set comprising a perforator, a drip 
chamber, an air vent, a roller clamp, a tube, a Y injection site, and a Luer Lock connection system terminal [4]. The venous 
approach was performed with a peripheral venous catheter. In the IVAD group, gravity infusion without flow regulator was also 
used. The equipment also had a three-way valve connected to the tube. The approach to the implantable chamber was made 
using a Huber* needle.

Chemotherapy protocols ranged from short-term monotherapies to long-term combinations drugs lasting more than 24 
hours requiring hospitalization. Medication doses, volumes of solution, and recommended administration times were clearly 
indicated on the protocol sheet for the nurse. Each cycle consisted of three main stages: premedication which lasted on average 
30 minutes, infusions of anticancer drugs intercalated with short rinses and a final rinse time. The cisplatin-based protocols 
also included a pre-hydration phase (before premedication) and a post-hydration phase that closed the cycle.

Results

For each category, the expected times were compared to actual duration time by the two groups. Given the heterogeneity of 
the chemotherapy protocols in each category, we have chosen as the important parameter for each cycle the difference between 
the expected time and the actual time of administration. These deviations were described by absolute mean difference, mean 
difference, median difference and standard deviation. The mean differences were compared between the two groups by Student’s 
t-test or the Mann-Withney/Wilcoxon test for categories below 30. A significance level of 0.05 was used for these analyses.

We included all cycles with a completed form including the accuracy of the beginning time of the first and last nursing act 
related to the administration of chemotherapy. The interrupted cycles for acute toxicity occurring during infusions were not 
retained. For each cycle, we analyzed the protocol record and calculated the difference in minutes between the expected time 
and the actual duration time of the administration. The protocols were grouped into 5 categories according to the expected 
duration of the cycle. Category 1: cycles of less than 3 hours; Category 2: cycles of 3 to 6 hours; Category 3: cycles longer than 6 
hours and less than or equal to 12 hours; Category 4: cycles longer than 12 hours and less than or equal to 24 hours; Category 
5: cycles of more than 24 hours.

We analyzed 556 cycles in the PVC group and 258 cycles in the IVAD group for 137 and 34 patients respectively. The expected 
cycle times ranged from 90 minutes for docetaxel or doxorubicin monotherapies to 56 hours for continuous infusion of 5 
fluorouracil chemotherapies. The absolute mean difference for each protocol is represented in Table 1 and 2. Category 2 cycles 

Absolute mean* 
differences (mn)NumbersProtocols

Expected 
durations 

(mn)
Categories

2959Docetaxel

[90-180]Catégory 1
(n=119)

5524AC

3719Oxaliplatin

3512Doxorubicin

885Dacarbazin

84217FAC

[180-360]Category 2
(n=276)

5743Carboplatin+Paclitaxel

6611CHOP

145ABVD

11722Cisplatin
[360-720]Category 3

(n=36) 23114ECX

9476CAP[720-1440](Category 4)
(n=76)
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AC: Adriblastin+Cyclophosphamid; FAC: 5Fluorouracil+Adriblastin+Cyclophosphamid; CHOP: Cyclophosphamid+Ad
riblastin+Vincristin+Prednisone; ABVD: Adriblastin+Bleomycin+Vincristin+Dacarbazin; ECX: Epirubicin+Cisplatin+
Capecitabin; CAP: Cyclophosphamid+Adriblastin+Cisplatin; LV5FU: Leucovorin+5Fluorouracil
*: Absolute means differences between expected duration and actual duration
Table 1: Absolute mean differences between expected duration and actual duration according to the protocols (PVC group)

104230Cisplatin+LV5FU

[1440-3360]Category 5
(n=59) 14916LV5FU

105313Cisplatin+5Fluorouracil

Absolute mean* 
differences (mn)NumbersProtocols

Expected 
durations 

(mn)
Categories

Absolute mean* 
differences (mn)NumbersProtocols

Expected 
durations 

(mn)
Categories

456Docetaxel[90-180]Catégory 1
(n=56)

1424Carboplatin+Paclitaxel
[180-360]Category 2

(n=42) 1518Paclitaxel+Trastuzumab

756FEC[360-720]Category 3
(n=56)

1112Cisplatin+Doxorubicin
[720-1440]Category 4

(n=28) 4616Cisplatin+Gemcitabin

7618Irinotecan+LV5FU

[1440-3360]Category 5
(n=76)

930Folfox4

2916Folfox4+Bevacizumab

12412TCF
FEC: 5Fluorouracil+Epirubicin+Cyclophosphamid; LV5FU: Leucovorin+5Fluorouracil; Folfox: LV5FU+Oxaliplatin; 
TCF: Dcocetaxel+Carboplatin+5Fluorouracil
*: Absolute means differences between expected duration and actual duration
Table 2: Absolute mean differences between expected duration and actual duration according to the protocols (IVAD 
group)

(3 to 6 hours) were the most represented in the PVC group (48.8%) while in the IVAD group the cycles were mostly category 5 
(over 24 hours), that is 29.5% (Table 1). The duration of administration was more respected in the IVAD group than in the PVC 
group with gaps between the actual duration and the expected duration more often nil; The median difference was 0 minutes 
for all categories in this group (Figure 1). In the PVC group, the mean difference was +16, +64, +74, +52, +654 minutes for 
categories 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. These differences were statistically significant (p<0.0001). In the IVAD group, these 
differences were +0.5, +10, -3, -4 and -34 minutes for categories 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively (p=0.01) (Table 3). Absolute mean 
difference was significantly higher in the PVC group than in the IVAD group in comparison by category (Table 4).

P value*Difference between expected duration and actual duration (in min)
Categories

RangeStandard 
deviationMedian differenceAbsolute mean 

differenceAverage difference

PVC Group

<0,0001

[-90; 219]55,6542+16Category 1

[-160; 384]80,25578+64Category 2

[-213; 620]21040162+74Category 3

[-184; 370]115,14093+52Category 4

[-703; 1660]790,4970699+654Category 5

IVAD group

0,01

[-30; 20]7,404+0,5Category 1

[-62; 140]27,9015+10Category 2

[-100; 20]18,6010-3Category 3

[-440; 310]137,1074-4Category 4

[-380; 180]99,5047-34Category 5
* Test comparing the mean differences (Student’s t-test)
Table 3: Means, absolute means, medians, and standard deviations of differences between expected duration and actual duration according 
to the categories. Intragroup comparisons
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P value*
IVAD GroupPVC Group

Categories Standard 
deviation

Absolute mean 
difference

Standard 
deviation

Absolute mean 
difference

<0,00016,2440,142Category 1

<0,000125,61566,878Category 2

<0,000140,510151,6162Category 3

0,007**114,77485,393Category 4

<0,000193,747535,6699Category 5
* Student’s t-test; ** Mann-Whitney/Wilcoxon Test
Table 4: Absolute mean difference between the categories. Intergroup comparison

Figure 1: Representation of differences between actual and expected infusion time (in minutes) according 
to the groups and categories 1, 2 and 3 

The differences between actual and expected perfusion time according to the groups and categories are represented in Figure 
1 and 2.

Figure 2: Representation of differences between actual and expected infusion time (in minutes) according 
to the groups and categories 4 and 5 
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In the PVC group, the differences were greater for long-term chemotherapies. This is due to the accumulation of delays observed 
for each infusion. The fluorouracil-based protocols over more than 24 hours were administered by gravity infusion due to the 
unavailability of Elastomeric pump. Patients were kept in hospital and continuous infusion rates were set by the nurses. These 
low-flow infusions were more exposed to obstructions favored by changes in patient position [8].

Our study revealed significant discrepancies between the programmed time and the actual duration time of administration. 
These differences were greater in the PVC group than in the IVAD group. Chemotherapies were on average longer than 
expected in the PVC group while shorter in the IVAD group. Some of the main limitations of our study were its retrospective 
nature, the heterogeneity of practices from one nurse to another and from one center to another. In addition, the heterogeneity 
of treatment protocols and infusion setups may have impaired the comparability of administration time from one center to 
another, from one patient to another and from one cycle to another even for the same patient. Despite these potential sources 
of bias, this study allowed us to make an inventory of the compliance of chemotherapy administration time.

Since interrupted chemotherapy cycles for incidents were not included in our study, the non-conformity of the administration 
time is mainly related to the problems of regulation of infusion rate. Several groups of factors are likely to influence the accuracy 
of infusion rate. The first group factor relates to the characteristics of the intra-venous infusion set used: internal diameter and 
material of the tubing, quality of the dropper chamber [5]. The characteristics of the perfusion tubing devices (venous needle 
size, quality of optional devices), as well as the height of the infusion bag relative to the patient and the length of the infusion 
line also influence the infusion rate [4]. Some factors are specific to the patient: venous capital, venous pressure, limb with the 
intravenous set, change of position and movements of the limb with the intra-venous set [6,7]. These patient-related factors are 
better controlled using an implantable chamber catheter. This could explain the better compliance of the administration time 
in the IVAD group versus the PVC group and highlights the need to promote the use of the implantable chamber catheter and 
to ensure its accessibility for patients.

At the Yalgado Ouédraogo University Hospital in Ouagadougou, chemotherapy is almost exclusively administrated by 
peripheral venous catheter because of the high cost of implantable chamber catheters and the lack of qualified personnel for the 
installation. We therefore did not have an IVAD group for an intra-center comparison. The oncology department at Treichville 
University Hospital, with a cohort of patients treated by central venous system, served as the center for the IVAD group.

Discussion

We did not find any study that evaluated the duration of administration of peripheral venous catheters during chemotherapy to 
compare our results with. In general, our study agrees with that of Mayank Dhamija, who showed that errors in administration 
time were three times more frequent for chemotherapy which lasted more than 1 hour (17% versus 5%) [9].

In the IVAD group, infusion rates were less exposed to patient-related changes. Indeed, the quality of the venous approach 
favored by the implantable chamber catheter prevented the abnormal slowdowns in flow rate. On the contrary, flow rates were 
more likely to accelerate, explaining the shorter-than-expected periods of administration.

In view of the many factors that can influence the flow of an infusion and the need to ensure a regular flow according to the 
prescription, flow control devices have been developed since the 1980s. These devices were not used in our study. There is some 
controversy about their usefulness. In fact, these devices impose compliance with good practice recommendations relating to 
the height of the perfusion bag and the viscosity of its content, without exempting conventional monitoring of the perfusion 
rate [10]. Their level of accuracy is therefore a function of whether the manufacturer makes good practice recommendations. 
Misuse is frequent and potentially dangerous for patients [11].

The administration of chemotherapy is a nursing skill on medical prescription. In addition to factors related to gravity infusion 
equipment and patient-related factors, the non-compliance with the duration of administration observed in our study could be 
largely related to nursing practices. Indeed, the absence of a reference system for the administration of chemotherapy explains 
the heterogeneity of nursing practices which are sometimes harmful. The order of passage of cytotoxic drugs, infusion times 
may vary from one nurse to another [10,11]. These risks are minimized in our study due to the provision of a personalized 
and nominative administration sheet for each patient and for each cycle. These records indicate the chronological order of 
administration of each cytotoxic agent as well as the different infusion rates (estimated in drops per minute). The core problem 
would thus lie in the monitoring of infusions with the regulation of the flow rate by counting drops. Drop counting per minute, 
which is the only reliable method of controlling flow, is not routinely done. The monitoring of this flow rate throughout the 
infusion is also not systematic. An audit on gravity infusion is necessary to improve nursing and medical practices to ensure 
the quality of chemotherapy administration and patient safety.

This study revealed a very high deviation in the duration of administration which did not comply with the medical prescription. 
This non-compliance may compromise the efficacy and safety of chemotherapy. Non-compliance of good nursing practices 
may be the main cause. An audit of the gravity perfusion will provide recommendations for good chemotherapy administration 
practices.

Conclusion
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